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The SA Soldier magazine “family”: The SA Soldier magazine “family”
mourns and bidS farewell to one of its family members and indeed prolific
photographer, S Sgt Lebogang Samuel Tlhaole. Staff Tlhaole affectionately
known as “Scopio” was born on Friday, 18 June 1976 and departed this
world on Friday, 1 January 2021. His passing on has dealt a blow to the
whole Defence Corporate Communication Directorate which he joined in
2005 till his untimely death. “You shall grow not old, as we that are left
grow old... Age shall not weary you, nor the years condemn... At the going
down of the sun and in the morning, We will remember you”.
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MESSAGE
resume our professional supervisor/subordinate relation
without any compromising the outcome of the task(s) at hand.

from the
editor’s desk

My pain, wretchedness and grief is lessened only slightly with
the comforting thought that God had granted me an
opportunity to cross paths with and indeed had the privilege to
know S Sgt Lebogang Tlhaole not only as a colleague but a
friend, a responsible and devoted father to his children
Atlegang, Kagiso, Boipelo and Kearabetswe and a loving husband

2020, to all of us, has been
a difficult and hard year

T

o many, 2020 was a year characterised by all sorts of loss
raging from loss of work and income to loss of loved ones.
It is particularly hard and deeply painful to have to lose
someone to death. The degree of pain though incomparable may
seem similar whether the person one has lost was a brother,
sister, father, mother or colleague. What really matters is the
relationship and the bond that has been abruptly severed.
I write this Editor’s note with a deeply emotional and wounded
heart... I honestly feel like words fail me in expressing how
much sadness and sorrow I feel. So, pardon me if I may seem
incoherent in my prosodic and non-fluency utterances, it is with
such deep emotions that write about losing a colleague, a
brother and indeed a friend. I have lost S Sgt “Scopio” Lebogang
Tlhaole. The bond that tied us together has been abruptly and
untimely severed. It is even harder to simply think of him as “no
more”. It’s even harder to refer to him in past tense. This to me
is rather a hard personal reflection on what “the man” was...
Ntate Tlhaole as I would sometimes call him.
Memories flood my mind reminiscing about the times we’ve
shared at work as professionals and socially as friends. Ntate
Tlhaole “Scopio” was more than just an eight to five colleague,
he was someone that we would share emotional and deeply
personal challenges that we were dealing with at that moment.
It did not matter whether it was family problems or simply
typical “man problems”, he would give me his wise counsel and I
would do the same. It was at moments like these that I felt that
the line of being colleagues and friends was blurred; he became
my brother, the supervisor/subordinate relation we had did not
matter. It was at times like these that he was on equal footing
with my blood siblings. We equally shared laughter as we shared
pain.
Sorrow fills my and indeed our hearts this sad moment, a sorrow
that is deep and personal. S Sgt “Scopio” Lebogang Tlhaole has
silently closed the door of life and departed from us. Our lives
will be empty in the areas that he had brightened for us.

If I have put any value to what “Scopio” was I would not be able
to have precise words to describe or define his worth. All I know
is the true value of a Ntate Tlhaole should be seen in what he
gave and not in what he wanted to be rewarded. In not so many
words, “Lebo” was a man who gave. He gave much to his work,
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to his wife Lt Col Constance Tlhaole. Ntate Tlhaole
dealt with so much in terms of his health in 2020. As
if observing some sort of punctuality as a soldier and
bidding farewell to 2020 and his pains, he departed
this world on Friday, 1 January 2021, just hours past
the year 2020.
Lufuno Netshirembe
Acting Editor SA Soldier

he gave his all as a soldier, his passion for
photography was unparalleled. In so many instances
he rose above pettiness and focused on the job at
hand. Even during his last days when I could see that
he was in pain, he regarded his work important more
than his physical and some extent emotional pain.
Many a times I would ask him to take it easy, he
would say “Ntate Lufuno, (as he fondly called me) if I
don’t work I feel like I am letting you down and
besides I will go crazy if I don’t engage my brains with
work“. They say no man is indispensable, without fear
of contradicting myself I honestly doubt if I will ever
get a friend, a colleague and indeed a brother like S
Sgt Tlhaole. Unique is what he was, he indeed proved
to be one of the great and idiosyncratic talents in the
SA Soldier Magazine subsection.
In fact I can go as far as saying “Lebo” was a life that
did not seek unwarranted attention… a life that
exemplified brilliance in working hard…a life that
typifies the beauty of immersing oneself in the
principles one believes in…a life that inspired
emulation in work ethics…a life that intrinsically kept
giving so much of itself and remain humble...
I have known S Sgt Lebogang Tlhaole when I joined
the Department in 2006. Though I was new in the
environment that I found him already in, due to his
work ethics it did not take long that I warmed up to
him as his supervisor. I soon came to realize that he as
much as he was a playful he worked twice. He was a
strategic thinker, a visionary who was brilliant,
innovative and creative. He generously gave us his
knowledge, his expertise, his skills.
In his career he worked with passion, integrity and
energy. By his death all the people who knew him will
miss an intelligent, vibrant individual with such
friendliness, indeed a pleasurable company to work
and socialise with and truly charm of personality.
Staff Tlhaole was a genuinely warm and wonderful
individual that I sincerely will miss tremendously. We
played when it was playtime as friends but we
recognised when such time was over and we would
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Celebrating the memories of a departed
friend and
colleague

The late S Sgt
“Scopio”
Lebogang
Samuel Tlhaole
(right) with fellow
Photographer
and colleague,
Cpl Jonathan
Mogano.

T

he first thing that comes to my
mind when I think of ‘Scorpio’
(my endearment nickname for S
Sgt Lebogang Tlhaole) is when he saved
me from a great deal of trouble and
panic.
Scorpio and I were in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, providing media
coverage at the CISM Military World
Games in 2011. We spent more than
two weeks there and got to know each
other well as we were far from home
and worked as a well-oiled team on a
daily basis.
We would also joke around with
other South African National Defence
Force members when we had some
Staff Sergeant “Scopio” Lebogang Samuel Tlhaole.
breathing time. We went through many
experiences which I shall treasure forever.
to ease Scorpio’s mind suggesting
loud at our front door that I woke
The morning we had to fly back I overslept,
that I may have flown back with the up. Scorpio rushed through the
as I accidently set my alarm clock on South
women athletes in the aircraft of the house yelling my name and
African time. The South African contingent was
SA Air Force. Scorpio was adamant
shouting: ‘Die bus gaan ry!’ I jumped
already in the bus ready to leave for the airport
that I would not have done such a
out of bed. I was So relieved when I
when Scorpio noticed that I was not in the bus.
thing. He insisted that he should go
realised that Scorpio had once again
He informed the Officer in Charge of my
to my room to look for me.
come to my rescue. That is Scorpio
absence. The Officer in Charge then attempted
He knocked and screamed So
to me! – My brother, my keeper, my

Staff Sergeant “Scopio” Lebogang Samuel Tlhaole.

Staff Sergeant “Scopio” Lebogang Samuel Tlhaole.
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stalwart and my pillar. During his time at SA
Soldier, Scorpio developed from a qualified
photographer into a well-rounded
photojournalist. This he achieved by reading
and questioning notes and other written
material in my office – many a time over my
shoulder. He had a hunger for challenging
me, which he enjoyed immensely.
Nonetheless I could always rely on Scorpio to
deliver well-composed photographs and
insightful articles timeously for publishing in

SA Soldier magazine.
I also had the honour of knowing
his dear wife, Connie (Lt Col Tlhaole),
and their precious children with
whom I have spent many a happy
time having meals and celebrations
at both our homes.
Tsamaya hantle motswalle waka ...
tsamaya ka kgotso mosebetsimmoho le
nna… Hamba kahle, my dear friend.
Ms Nelda Pienaar
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When we lose
someone we care
about, the world
can seem cloudy
and gray. We might feel lost in a
storm of emotions. In time, blue
skies will return, and the sun will
shine again. The rays of joy and
happiness will brighten our world
soon. To the family and friends, I
send you my deepest sympathies
and condolences during this
difficult time.
The first time I meet S Sgt
Lebogang “Scopio” Tlhaole was at
1 Military Printing Regement
(1MPR) he was a Corporal, fresh
from SA Army Gymnasium. We
all know how some of those
Corporals from the Army Gym
were serious about Military want
to implement all the military
aspects. Lebogang “Scopio”
Tlhaole was no different hence,
the name Scorpion; stinging
someone who was ill discipline. In
him I saw a true soldier, leader
and a Non Commissioned Officers
NCO at heart.
He came to the work with us
at the Photography Section. I left
to work at SA Soldier magazine. SA
Soldier requested me to second
other photographers to work with
the magazine. His name was the
first in my mind because I knew
he would excel in his duties and
continue to be successful in
carrying out his new
responsibilities.
In his career
as Photographer he worked with
passion, integrity and energy. All
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The late S Sgt “Scopio” Lebogang Samuel Tlhaole with SA Soldier Magazine colleagues; Fltr: S Sgt Itumeleng
Makhubela, Lt Ally Rakoma, Cpl Jonathan Mogano, the late S Sgt Lebogang Tlhaole and AB Samuel
Ramonyai.

Staff Sergeant “Scopio” Lebogang Samuel Tlhaole.

the people who knew him will miss a highly
intelligent, vibrant individual with a rare
friendliness and charming personality.
“Scorpion” was a genuinely warm and
wonderful individual one we will miss greatly. It
was such a pleasure and a privilege to have met
and worked with the person of his calibre.
We work together as photographers in the
highest level of the SANDF that everybody
dreams of. In doing our job we were envy of
most because of the close proximity we had to
the top executive official of the DoD and the high
rankings officers and Generals of the SANDF. It
was not easy at SA Soldier magazine stories where
coming thick and fast and demanded hard work
and no family time, jumping from one story to
another in a day. Lebogang was extremely
professional, hard-working and a team player.
He was always full of energy and happy to
see everyone on Monday mornings particularly
when Bloemfontein Celtics has won on weekend.
He was a supporter of Bloemfontein Celtics
football Club. After soccer weekends we would
talk football and I'm told he was a great player
during his time I never saw him playing.
As we both were Photographers, we covered

Wow... Lebo neh... well... it has been few years
knowing S Sgt Lebohang "Scorpion, Lebo"
Tlhaole. We met through work. He played a big
role in me to end up working at DCC as a
Journalist, something I wanted with all my
heart. As a young man fresh from university I
admire his work ethics, he would cover 2 or 3
events alone. Take pictures without writing
notes during the event but when you read the
story it would be concise and accurate.
I mean by post he was a Photographer but
he took it upon himself to master the art of
writing an article. He had a soft spot for me, he
was the Photographer at my wedding.On the
social side Scorpion (as we affectionately call
him) was a jolly man and it was simply a
pleasure to be around him. There was never a
dull moment around him. He would crack jokes
all day long. When he was happy he would
absolutely be generous buy drinks and squeeze
happiness out of every moment.
Hearing about your passing gave me a slap
on the face that that woke me to the reality that
life is precious and short. May your family,
your wife and kids receive my deepest
condolences during this trying time. R. I. P has a
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lots of stories together. With big
stories like the Presidential
Inauguration would tell me before
the story that he wished to have a
front Cover photo. Coming back to
the office, he would say, “Elias, Nelda
wants front cover” I would then give
him the front cover photo and he
would appreciate my assistance. We
frequently discussed other photos to
be put on the magazine. He has a
brilliant mind and always brought
creative new ideas to the team.
Scorpion did not limit his work
to just as a photographer, he started
writing for the magazine and I was
happy for him. He turned out to be a
good writer.
When I got married, I didn't look
for a Photographer because I had
one in my office, my brother and my
colleague. The wedding photos were
brilliantly taken past my
expectation. With great sadness the
only thing that I am personally left
with are the memories in a form for
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a photo book that is he produced, a
souvenir of his product. Thank you
my brother.
2014 was my time to go back to
the unit 1 Military Printing
Regement (1MPR). He was not happy
about that because we had
developed a good working
relationship. We still met in other
stories with the only difference that
I was now working at the SA Army
level. When we met we would talk
about the 10 years that we shared at
SA Soldier magazine.
"A friend taken from life too
soon is nothing but tragedy. His
death affects everyone who knew
and loved him. We will honor his
legacy and remember him always".
May your memories give peace
and comfort whilst you gone to the
other side, you and your family are
surrounded by love during this
difficult time.
Rest in peace my brother.
S Sgt Elias Mahuma

different meaning for me today,
Return If Possible Scorpion.
Aluta!!!
Pte Philip Pitso
S Sgt Lebogang Tlhaole was hard
worker and a dedicated member of
the SA Soldier Magazine. I had
worked with him on many
assignments we always pushed to
the limits. I have learned a lot
from him and other senior
colleagues whom I found when I
started working at the magazine.
He was also a very funny
character. He would make jokes all
day long when it was not busy or
whenever we went out.
He is a loss to the magazine
and will be missed.
S Sgt Itumeleng Makhubela
It is with deep sadness that I learnt
of the sudden passing of a brother,
colleague, legendary Photographer
and a good writer, S Sgt Lebogang
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‘Scorpio’ Tlhaole. Even though my
heart is still filled with disbelief, I’ll
hold on to the good and sweet
memories we shared together as
we were the longest serving
members of the SA Soldier Magazine
Editorial Staff.
SA Soldier has lost an
extraordinaire character and a
professional, throughout his
Journalistic career he was the
SANDF’s eye to the world, captured
irreplaceable moments, inspired
and informed many with his art of
photography. We will remember
Scorpio in many ways, he was this
larger-than-life character with
loving smile, gentle face, full of
jokes and laughter.
To Defence Corporate
Communication and SA Soldier
family, a world that was full of
happiness is now an empty place,
“Scopio” is at peace now and in a
place where he is free. My Maat
Scops-“Scops”, I wish I could see
you one more time come walking
through the corridor, but I know
that is impossible and will hear
your voice no more.
I thank his family for sharing
him with the rest of us in the
SANDF. Death may have taken him
away from us, but it could never
take away his memories. Death, be
not proud. Our mind holds the
memories and our faith lets us
know we will meet again when
Heaven calls. May his soul Rest in
Peace.
Rest In eternal Peace
extraordinaire S Sgt Lebogang
Tlhaole
By Lt Ally Rakoma.
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SANDF members arrive in the Garden Route,
Western Cape
The first day patrols in
the Mossel Bay area
started at Groot –
Brakrivier, New Rest and
Kwanonqaba followed
by night patrols in Asla
Park, Joe Slovo,
Extension 6, Tarka and
Extension 8.

Article and photos by Capt Walter
Kassaka, Operational
Communication Officer, Joint
Tactical Headquarters Western
Cape

Whilst the deployment
of SANDF members
focused on the general
enforcement of the

W

ith the festive season in
full swing, the Garden
Route experienced a
sharp spike in positive Coronavirus
case with +22,015 confirmed cases.
In a consented effort to curb the

A Soldier holds
guard while
SANDF and SAPS
members are
closing down a
tuck shop that
operated during
the curfew.

SAPS members searching a resident of Kwanonqaba who defied lockdown regulations by
rooming the streets during the curfew.
second wave and vicious circle of spreading of
the seemingly mutating Covid-19, the
Commander in Chief of the South African
National Defence Force (SANDF) and President
of South Africa addressing the nation on 14
December 2020, declared the Garden Route a
Coronavirus hotspot.
Covid-19 hotspots across several municipalities
in six provinces – including the Eastern Cape,
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Western Cape, KwaZulu-Natal,
Gauteng, North West and Limpopo
were to be subjected to stricter
restrictions, particularly with regard
to public spaces. “As the infections
continue to rise, Cabinet on the
advice of the National Coronavirus
Command Council has decided that
all beaches, dams, lakes, rivers,
public parks and public swimming

No 12
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pools in hotspot
areas will be
closed to the
public with effect
from tomorrow,”
explained
President
Ramaphosa.

The SANDF received a new mandate
and granted permission to deploy in
the Western Cape’s Garden Route
areas to enforce compliance of the
Covid-19 lockdown adjusted alert
level 3 regulations.
Under the Covid-19 lockdown
adjusted alert level 3, stricter
regulations including a curfew, were

SAPS members
arresting some
community
members of
Kwanonqaba who
were not
observing the
curfew.

to be observed.
Failure to observe
such rules and
regulations could
have dire
consequences on the
perpetrator.
Emphasis was put on
specific exclusions
that restricted night
vigils, after-funeral
gatherings including
"after-tears"
gatherings, night
clubs, bars, taverns,
shebeens and similar
SANDF and SAPS members conducting street patrols.
establishments,
social and faith based gatherings, political gatherings, and
Subsequent to authorisation for
traditional council meetings, sale, dispensing,
the SANDF deployment, SANDF
distribution and transportation of liquor and
members arrived at the Garden
the consumption of liquor in public places.
Route and set up camp in
Hartenbos and Knysna from
Gathering at beaches, dams, rivers, lakes, public
where they would conduct
parks, public swimming pools and attendance of
operations with the South
any sporting event by spectators in areas
African Police Service (SAPS) and
declared as hotspots was also strictly
other local Law Enforcement
prohibited.
Agencies.

SA SOLDIER
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lockdown regulations, it was
rather much stricter on enforcing
the curfew between 21:00 and
06:00 and ensuring that the public
wear masks at all times.
Patrols in the Knysna area
simultaneously covered the areas,
Hornlee, Oupad, Kalkop,Bellies,
Damsebos, Khayelitsha, Bongani,
Flenter and Concordia.
.
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“I am a woman peacekeeper”

Article by Pte Ndivhuwo Mashilo
Photos by LCpl Bekokwakhe
Skhosana

I

am Rifleman Ndivhuwo
Appreciate Mashilo, currently
deployed at May Moya Base
with Alpha Company as part of
Republic of South Africa Battalion
(RSA BATT) under OP MISTRAL as a
Battalion Machine Gun Operator.
Mayi Moya is a village in Beni
region, in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo (DRC).
I am a member of the Machine Gun

Rifleman Ndivhuwo Appreciate Mashilo
performing her Machine Gun Operator duty
on board the Mamba serving as an early
warning and to give aggressive full fire
support to the convoy and the commander
when conducting patrols, escort duties.
Section and responsible for being an early warning
and to give aggressive full fire support to the
convoy and the commander when conducting
patrols, escort duties, protection of the local
population and safeguarding the United Nations
(UN) equipment in the area of responsibility
including Joint Operations with the Armed Forces
of the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (French: Forces armées de la république
démocratique du Congo [FARDC]), the state
military organisation responsible for defending
the DRC.
It is my responsibility to give full fire support to
my comrades in arms at all times and I ensure I
execute my duties and responsibility diligently,
including Joint Operations with other UN forces.
Before patrols I ensure that the weapon I am
operating is prepared and report readiness to my

LEFT: Rifleman Ndivhuwo Appreciate Mashilo
on foot patrol at Mayi Moya is a village.
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Pte Ndivhuwo Appreciate Mashilo deployed at May
Moya Base in Alpha Company RSA BATT under OP
MISTRAL as a Battalion Machine Gun Operator.
team leader. I have experienced some
positive responses from the local
population when operating in our Area of
Responsibility. As it is my first external
deployment I had a bit of fear in the
beginning but I have adapted and got
courageous, confident and robust to
execute my duties with zeal and
professionalism.
Armed conflict has a very negative impact
on the civilians, especially women and
children as it affects their farming, school
attendance and trading in the local market
to survive. The attacks by the Allied
Democratic Forces (French: Forces

14
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Rifleman Ndivhuwo Mashilo at the tower performing
base guard duty at Alpha Company May Moya Base
in Beni deployment area where she a Battalion
Machine Gun Operator for the Republic of South
Africa Battalion (RSA BATT) under OP MISTRAL.

démocratiques alliées). The Allied
Democratic Forces (ADF) is a non
statutory militia group in DRC.
ADF terrorize mostly women and
children, as a result families have
to leave the villages and flee to
other safe villages. The abuse
women and children go through
causes serious physical and
psychological trauma which
affects them negatively in most
areas of their daily living. In one of
the recent women engagement
gatherings we were engaged in, it
was clearly indicated that all they
wanted as women was peace.

SA SOLDIER

Being a female combatant in a male
dominated environment has got its
challenges but it is my aim to be an
example and pave the way for the
rest of our fellow women in uniform
across the globe to embark on the
peacekeeping journey.
I am a patriotic woman in uniform,
a representative and a peace
ambassador for my country. I am
confident that as UN peacekeepers
we will be able to support the locals
with all necessary support in
ensuring that civilians are
protected.

SA SOLDIER
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Portfolio Committee briefed on 1 Military
Hospital revamp

He said TFM was needed as a cost
effective measure for the organisation.
According the GOC DWF the TFM would
address the fixing of minor
infrastructural problems and only
outsource complex matters. Maj Gen
Ledwaba said he was content that the
Department of Public works (DPW) had
put a total facility management
contract in place.

Article by S Sgt Itumeleng Makhubela
Photos Cpl Jonathan Mogano

Maj Gen Ledwaba said: “You will recall
that in 2006 we had a ramp to address
the issue of facilities. WallS were
broken down in the first floor by the
Defence Works Formation in order to
save costs. We then realised that the
scope taken from DPW was of a limited
nature and may fail to address the
problem. We then reworked the scope

T

he General Officer Commanding
1 Military Hospital (GOC 1 Mil), Brig Gen
Nsizwa Skhosana provided a status
update to the Portfolio Committee on Defence
and Military Veterans about the renovations of
the hospital following the completion of the 7th
floor conversion into a covid-19 isolation ward.

General Officer Commanding 1
Military Hospital, Brig Gen Nsizwa
Skhosana making a presentation.

He presented a detailed report on the
collaboration between the Department of
Defence and the Department of Public Works
regarding the general maintenance of the

General Officer
Commanding
Defence Works
Formation, Maj Gen
Joseph Ledwaba
addressing
members of the
Portfolio Committee
on Defence.

weeks. The facility
which has ventilators,
was not only an
isolation ward but
could also be converted
into an Intensive Care
Unit, he confirmed.
The GOC indicated that
since the introduction
of the Defence Works
Members of the Portfolio Committee on Defence inspecting the newly refurbished
Formation and DBSA
and upgraded 7th floor at 1 Military Hospital.
partnership to the
hospital. This included the budget of the projects achievements and challenges faced
projects, there has been a notable
and how they have planned to address them.
by the hospital to the committee.
difference in 1 Military Hospital.
He said the project managers from
The project is currently at a stage
The portfolio committee oversees the work of
Development Bank of Southern
where the 1st floor was on the
the department, enquires and makes
Africa (DBSA) assisted with the 7th
priority list for a revamp. “The first
recommendations about any aspect of the
floor reconstruction and
floor project which includes the
department, including its structure, functioning refurbishment project that had
theatre, laboratories, casualty, ICU
and policy. The GOC highlighted the
been completed within five (5)
and X-rays in essence is the nucleus
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of the hospital and due to the disturbance
during the reconstruction and refurbishment
of the 7th floor, these important medical
facilities were not in place. This as such has
led to enormous cost on medical outsourcing
of s to private hospitals.” He said.
The General mentioned that 1 Military
Hospital had also suffered an exodus of
medical specialists who were unable to
practice due to a dire lack of facilities. Despite
these challenges, Brig Gen Skhosana said that
the hospital remained primarily a tertiary
institution as a health care centre with the
responsibility of developing and maintaining
military health capabilities. This stems from
the South African Military Health Service
(SAMHS) strategy which stipulates and
Chairperson of the Portfolio Committee on Defence, Mr Cyril Xaba.
advocates that 1 Mil is not an ordinary
hospital in the country but a hospital primarily
level 4 hospital by the United
and now that it is changing, we
geared and responsible for the protection and
Nations for all operations that are
have engaged National Treasury
promotion of health for statutory forces in
conducted on the continent. We
for deviation so that we can
South Africa. He said: “We make sure that
also provide health support to
include the new scope on an
people who come into the defence force are
VVIPs in the SADC region.”
already existing project.”
individuals who will be able to carry the
mandate of the SANDF by ensuring that they are
The General Officer Commanding
He said the budget cuts created a
fit and healthy. We are also responsible to
Defence Works Formation (GOC
challenge on the projects. General
provide health care support to the incumbent
DWF), Maj Gen Joseph Ledwaba said Ledwaba said that DWF had taken
and former Presidents of the country as and
they had once presented to the
it upon itself to address the
when the need for health care arises. The
committee in 2017 about
problems regardless of limited
hospital also provides clinical health support to
introducing a Total Facility
resources. Making the best with
identified clientele. We have been certified as a
Management (TFM) concept.
what is at their disposal.
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South African Naval College graduation
parade 2020
Article and photos by Able Seaman Samantha
Chevonne Erasmus

S

outh African Naval College has a sterling track
record of training young aspiring officers
since 1948. Despite the challenges of 2020,
Naval College Gordon’s Bay succeeded in training 66
Midshipmen, 47 young men and 19 young women.
The annual South African Naval College Gordon’s
Bay graduation parade took place on 11 December
2020.
The South African Navy had to adjust the
proceedings of the parade to comply with Covid-19
regulations. Whilst under normal circumstances

Arrival of the Chief of the South African Navy, Vice
Admiral Mosiwa Hlongwane at the South African
Naval College graduation parade 2020.

Commander Tieho Mabina during a live interview
with Petty Officer Elton Valentine.

Vice Admiral Hlongwane
honouring one of the top
achievers with a trophy.
Families and friends
interacted with the graduates
from where they were watching
the parade from. During the live
broadcast of the parade
comments from loved ones
across the country streamed in:
Cyrus Phatudi commented
“Congratulations Belinda
Motshegare on receiving that
award. You made the whole
Maftown proud!”
The Chief of the South

The new South African Naval College 2020 graduates on parade.

African Navy, Vice Admiral Mosiwa
Hlongwane mentioned in his speech
that 2020 has not been an easy year,
“This year has taught us to appreciate
our health and all that we hold dear”.
He continued to congratulate the
Midshipmen and Officers on parade
saying: “I am confident that we have
moulded you into the calibre of an
officer. I am equally confident that we
have given you the necessary tools you
will need to face challenges. It is now
up to each of you to put what you have
learnt into practice”.
On completion of the parade the
South African Navy Band rendered a
few songs in celebration - signifying
the end of a taxing year for the
graduates. With the last command “fall
out” the graduates ululated in praise.

The graduates marching on to the parade
ground led by the parade commander,
Commander Byron Beaunoir.
families and friends would fill the chairs to
witness their loved ones graduate, to avoid the
exacerbation of the spread of Coronavirus, the
physical presence of families and friends was
limited. However, this did not stop families and
friends from virtually joining the parade from
across the country watching live this longawaited occasion which was broadcasted on the
South African Defence News YouTube Channel.

RIGHT: Chief of the South African Navy,
Vice Admiral Hlongwane during the
graduation parade.
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South African Navy Band on arrival at the
parade.
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Aspects of Gender Based Violence & Sexism
in the Military

Article and photos: Courtesy of Mr Gert
Witbooi, Editor – SA Navy news, The Official
Magazine of the South African Navy

O

n recent suspension of a senior naval
officer for alleged sexual misconduct
has once again shone the spotlight on
Gender Based Violence (GBV) in the Military.
The Minister of Defence (MoD), Ms Nosiviwe
Mapisa-Nqakula is committed to eradication of
sexual exploitation and abuse (SEA) in the
military. However, how does GBV manifest itself
in society and, more specifically in the military?
Cdr Cara Pratten says gender based
discrimination is deeply rooted in the norms,
traditions and cultures of society…”
Unfortunately, societies without Gender
Based Violence (GBV) do not exist and South
Africa is no exception. Gender based
discrimination is systemic and deeply rooted in
the norms, traditions and cultures of many South
Africans. It thrives where patriarchal structures
exist and where male superiority is normal. GBV
is, therefore, a cause and consequence of gender
inequality.
The violation of women's rights and GBV are
not new problems because they stem from
attitudes, which, until very recently, were (and
still are) socially acceptable. Masculinity is
defined through heterosexuality, physical
strength and control over women, which, at base
level, is demonstrated through aggressive
behaviour and sexual conquest. These behaviors
are learned, reproduced and validated, causing a
cycle.
Sexual misconduct is actually more about the
abuse of power than sex and even though it can
(and does) affect men, it disproportionately
affects women. As women become more
independent, the prevalence of GBV towards men
is also increasing, however men are generally
ashamed to report it because their “masculinity”
is brought into question.
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Cdr Cara Pratten.
Ironically, as well as benefiting
from it, men can thus be victims as
a result of societal constructs
regarding manhood. GBV also
happens to people who do not
conform to their assigned gender
roles, like lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and/or intersex
people.
GBV can be committed by
intimate partners, acquaintances,
strangers and institutions and it
affects women of all ages, ethnicity,
social status and qualifications. The
term “violence” does not just
denote physical aggression
between parties but encompasses
any condition or actions that
ultimately lead to the physical,
emotional, sexual and financial
harm of the other gender at home
or in the work place:
- Physical violence entails
behaviour that results in
physical harm and which is
unlawful. Examples include
serious and minor assault,
deprivation of personal
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-

-

-

freedom and movement, as
well as murder.
Sexual violence entails any
unwanted and uninvited
sexual act. Examples include
teasing, jokes, remarks or
questions, pressure for dates,
sexually suggestive looks or
gestures or other sexual
attention.
Psychological violence
entails any act that inflicts
psychological or emotional
harm to an individual.
Examples include
intimidation, manipulation,
verbal insult or harassment.
Economic violence entails
behaviour that causes
economic/financial harm to
an individual. Examples entail
property damage, restricting
access to financial resources,
education, access to the job
market, or not complying with
economic responsibilities,
such as child support and or/
maintenance.

Research indicates that the risk of GBV
appears to be heightened for women in maledominated occupations and, as such, GBV has
become closely associated with the military. The
behaviour of South African soldiers on
deployment and incidents within the SANDF
necessitated the Minister of Defence and
Military Veterans to set up a task team to
investigate SEA incidents leading as far back as
2014.
Women in the military are especially
vulnerable to abuse due to geographical
isolation from family and friends and the
potential for social isolation within the military
culture, for instance being on deployment or
when undergoing training. Sexual assault is also
more likely to occur after hours within the unit
lines and rife at the sleeping quarters. Women
are also more vulnerable to sexual assault when
the work environment is sexualised, i.e. jokes/
insinuations are deemed normal.
The fact that the perpetrator sometimes
outranks the victim, as well as living and/or
working in close proximity to the perpetrator,
can affect the victim’s ability to report. A study
conducted within the US Military shows that as
many as one in four victims do not report the
incident because the perpetrator is more senior
or a friend of a higher ranking member. Most
victims feel a sense of shame, futility, or fear of
the possible negative effects of officially
reporting the incident as they believe that
nothing will be done about it. Working in a
closed military environment also means that
people will come to know about it and unit
cohesion may be affected.
The phenomena of victim blaming also
occurs where colleagues question how the
victim ended up in the circumstances or what
role she played in facilitating the incident. The
following narratives are often used to justify the
incident:
� “I am obviously innocent (because I am
important, accomplished, powerful).”
� “My accuser was obviously willing (because
I'm important, accomplished, powerful).”
� “It was just a flirty game we played. (I'm a
winner; my accuser is being a sore loser.)”
� “My accuser can’t be believed or trusted
(because his/her status is lower than
mine).”
� “My accuser is to blame, initiated sexual
contact with me (not being smart enough to
succeed, and/or hoping to get special
favours from me).”

Melanie Verwoerd recently
summed up the issue in an article
entitled “Senzeni na - Message to the
Men of South Africa” on news.24 “Men who think that they are
not complicit in GBV because they
don’t rape or kill are sadly mistaken.
By telling sexist jokes, using sexist
language, expecting women to serve
you and believing that you are
entitled to sex means that you are
complicit in a culture that sees
women as lesser beings and it is this
belief that leads to rape and
violence. “
Consider this... Although blatant
sexual discrimination on the basis of
sex is frowned upon, more subtle
forms of sexism exist where women
face stereotypes about how capable
they are of performing their duties.
The military organisational culture
values characteristics traditionally
attributed to men and historically
deemed women unsuitable for many
roles because of the supposed need
for physical strength.
Although many traditionally
male dominated organisations have
made significant inroads into
addressing gender equality in the
workplace, males are still favoured
for positions where authority needs
to be exercised.
Benevolent sexism is a subtle
form of prejudice and portrays
women as deserving greater care
and protection. This protection is
granted in exchange for women’s
compliance to traditional gender
roles. Benevolent sexism also
encourages women to prioritize
family and children over
professional or educational goals
and undermines women’s
perception of their own competence
in the work place. The positive
nature of benevolent sexism makes
it socially acceptable even though it
perpetuates gender inequality and
silently supports GBV.
Because of physiological
differences, militaries apply
different fitness test standards for
women and although well intended,
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reinforce the idea that women are
not as capable as their male
colleagues. Because women are
deemed less capable, limiting their
roles within the organisation is
justified. Despite the controversy,
there is a drive towards genderneutral fitness tests in the US
Military to mitigate the prevailing
bias towards women.

Sources:
https://www.psychologytoday.
com/za/blog/why-bad-looksgood/202007/how-stopblaming-sexual-harassmentvictims
https://www.psychologytoday.
com/za/blog/laugh-cry-live/
201808/metoo-can-feministbe-guilty-sexual-misconduct
https://ndupress.ndu.edu/
Publications/Article/
1411860/womenregardless-understandinggender-bias-in-us-militaryintegration/
https://www.news24.com/
news24/columnists/
melanieverwoerd/melanieverwoerd-senzeni-na-amessage-to-the-men-of-southafrica-20200624
https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/
315784840_Militarism_and
_Gender-Based_Violence
https://vawnet.org/sc/sexualviolence-military-0
https://
www.futureswithoutviolence.
org/userfiles/
Military%20Factsheet%20up
date%2003%2003%2013.p
df
http://www.ncdsv.org/images/
Sadler%20Military%20Enviro
nment%20%20Risk%20of%
20Rape.pdf
https://www.ucalgary.ca/
news/sexism-stem-linkedgender-based-violence
https://www.frontiersin.org/
articles/10.3389/
fsoc.2019.00047/full
https://www.marinecorpstimes.
com/off-duty/militaryfitness/2017/07/10/thepft-and-cft-can-be-genderneutral-here-s-how/
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Ministerial Task Team briefing to Training
Command
Development, Lt Col Lebo Dithipe

intention was to send a stern

To a certain extent some members even

culture, attitudes and behaviours

Maj Gen (Ret) Thandiwe Nodola

and Brig Gen Mondli Mbanjwa was

message of zero tolerance of all

thought “it was too much” training.

of members. The MTT was made

added that one of the key areas

accompanied by Col Kau Tabane,

forms of sexual misconduct in the

aware of the web of training that

identified for training and

Lt Col Tsemoleng Lekgogola and

Department of Defence(DoD).

The MTT mentioned the purpose for the

was outcome based in the DoD

education was awareness on the

meeting as that of understanding the DoD

and that specific training had

trauma that the victim

CWO Marie Koekemoer.
Whilst appreciating work done

curriculum that dealt with gender

been developed that focused on

experiences. It was recommended

The Chairperson of the MTT, Ms

on educating members of the

mainstreaming and sexual exploitation and

gender mainstreaming and GBV.

that in the main, trauma

Thoko Mpumplwana gave a brief

South African National Defence

abuse. The MTT was of the view that a stand-

However, it was pointed out that

awareness should target

overview of their terms of

Force (SANDF) on Sexual

alone curriculum geared at dealing with

it would take time before this

Commanders and other high level

reference as well as issues that

Exploitation and Abuse (SEA)

sexual violence and misconduct was

training yielded desired

military and civilian leaders. So

emerged and findings as the MTT

matters; the MTT expressed that

imperative and hoped to receive political

outcomes because not everyone

that these leaders understood the

n 23 November 2020, the Ministerial

O

interacted with Defence Act

more needed to be done to

commitment from the meeting about the

would be trained on it and by its

depth and complexity of trauma to

Task Team (MTT) had a meeting with

Personnel (DAP) and Public

understand why certain

importance of a curriculum that empowers

nature, effective training took

victims and are competent in

the General Officer Commanding

Service Act Personnel (PSAP). The

behavioural patterns in DoD did

the soldier to be a professional with integrity.

time. The MTT pointed out that

identifying symptoms and

(GOC) Training Command, Maj Gen Xolani

Chairperson highlighted that the

not match the extent of training

its recommendations also

presence of trauma and timeously

Mankayi and the Director Education Training

intention of the Ministerial Task

that members receive. The MTT

The Task Team also brought to the attention

specified that persons in

intervene and make necessary

and Development (D ETD), Brig Gen Mondli

Team was to do whatever was

indicated to the Training Unit

of the Training leadership that South Africa

leadership roles in particular,

referrals. It was for this reason

Mbanjwa. The meeting was held at the Training

necessary, justified and reasonable

that people who had been

had adopted a new Gender Based Violence

should receive training on these

that the MTT was preparing a

Command, Pretoria. Maj Gen Mankayi was

to eradicate sexual misconduct in

interviewed confirmed having

(GBV) and Femicide Strategy that was binding

issues so that they could identify

Trauma Workshop for the Military

accompanied by his SO1 Training and

the organization. The MTT’s

received enough training on SEA.

to all, especially those in the public

such issues in their sphere and

Command which will be conducted

institutions such as the Department Of

deal with them appropriately.

by experts in trauma. Only after

Defence. It was therefore expected that those

This would lead to better

the Military Command cadre has

responsible for the curriculum in the DoD

consequence management and

been inducted, would the same

ensure that all levels of leadership and

accountability of leaders. The

workshop be cascaded down to all

membership knew and understood the GBV

GOC agreed that based on the

levels of leadership.

strategy.

issues raised in the MTT report,

Article and photo by Lt Col Tsemoleng
Lekgogola - SO1 Higher Education and
Training

its recommendations will be used

The Director Education Training

The MTT outlined the six pillars of the

to revise and enhance the

and Development (D ETD), Brig

strategy that should guide efforts towards

training curriculum.

Gen Mondli Mbanjwa appealed to

eradicating the scourge.

uniqueness of the military as the

These pillars are

cooperation between the

“juristic person” for the purpose of

i) Accountability, co-ordination and

different Services and Divisions.

the context and implications

For example, feedback from cases

arising from military leadership

before the courts could direct the

and management in this juncture

leadership
ii) Prevention, rebuilding and social
cohesion

The Ministerial Task Team led by the Chairperson, Ms Thoko Mpumplwana with the GOC Training Command,
Maj Gen Xolani Mankayi and his delegation and Director Education Training and Development, Brig Gen
Mondli Mbanjwa and his delegation.
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authorities to consider the natural
The MTT urged better

development of required training

of human rights and freedom.

iii) Justice, safety and protection

and an overarching structure

Further, the General still believes

iv) Response, care, support and healing

could coordinate training in all its

that military commanders and

v) Economic Power

aspects. This coordination and

leaders should be vested with the

vi) Research and information management

cooperation would also ensure

authority and necessary powers to

that crucial information was

lead and command the military for

The Ministerial Task Team emphasised the

shared to prevent perpetrators

excellence in the execution of

importance of Training in shaping the

from re-entering the system.

military objectives.
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South African Navy appoints a new Flag
Officer Fleet

Article and photos by WO2 Byron Lombard,
Navy News

T

he SA Army’s operational support is
enhanced by a robust and dynamic level 4
unit which provides technical expertise in
the entire service. The Engineer Terrain
Intelligence Regiment, which is an amalgamation
of 47 Survey Squadron and 1 Military Printing
Regiment lends itself as a cutting-edge facility
that provides high-tech solutions.
Originally from Pimville, Soweto, R Adm
Nkomonde matriculated at Thubelihle High
School in Newcastle in 1991. After successfully
applying, he was selected and joined the SA Navy
in 1997.
After selection he was sent to Gordon’s Bay
for officers’ training. On completion of the
Officers’ training he then went to the Military
Academy where he attained the BSc Degree in
Natural Sciences. In 2001 he went to Simon’s
Town to complete his Combat Officers’
Qualification 1 at SAS SIMONSBERG, where his
passion for being a Combat Officer started
developing. Upon completion of the course he
joined SAS FLEUR and that is where everything
started.
What were the successes and memorable moments
in your career?
When I joined the ship, SAS FLEUR, I got what at
the time thought were lousy jobs that go with
being a Junior Officer, like Transport and Sports
Officer. I asked myself why as I wanted to be a
Combat Officer. Retrospectively I realised it was
all part of my training to become a Combat
Officer.
On board SAS FLEUR we were a small crew
and had direct access to the Captain and First
Lieutenant as they monitored everything. I got
the Officer Of the Day ticket and completed my
task book. Being appointed Gunnery Officer, of
course, came with more responsibility. I was
promoted to Navigator and was the last navigator
on SAS FLEUR. Decommissioning her was a sad
occasion and I was afterwards appointed to SAS
UMZUMKHLU (as Navigator).
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R Adm Musawenkosi “Kop” Nkomonde, incumbent South
African Navy Flag Officer Fleet.
During my tenure at the Mine
Counter Measure (MCM) Squadron,
I was afforded the opportunity to
attend a Mine Warfare Course for
Commanders at HMS
COLLINGWOOD in England. That
was an eye-opening experience as I
learnt so much about mine
warfare. I sailed with a German
Mine Hunter, FSG GROMITZ during
Exercise OPEN SPIRIT. From
Germany we sailed to the Baltic Sea
and detonated World War 2 mines
that were planted during the war.
That is where I got to experience
true mine warfare. Detonating live
mines was an invaluable
experience.
When I returned I was
earmarked to take command of an
MCM vessel and in 2007 was
appointed to Command SAS
UMKOMAAS. I was nominated for
the International Principle Warfare
Course again at HMS
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COLLINGWOOD. In 2009, I returned
home and was appointed to SAS
MENDI for Command Qualification
part 2. This was not an easy task. It
was difficult as my background was
from the MCM vessels and having to
convert to surface warfare on these
new vessels was challenging but I
managed. It took me some time to
complete the qualification but I
made it in 2011.
In July 2011 I was appointed
Officer Commanding SAS
ISANDLWANA and that was by far
the biggest highlight of my naval
career. I will never forget how the
Change of Command happened on a
Wednesday and on the following
Saturday I had to sail the ship on a
classified mission. It happened so
quickly and it was one hell of a trip,
which I will never forget - proper
baptism of fire, I would say.
We had to escort a vessel and
track it to prevent it from entering

South African waters on the West Coast. When
returning to Simon’s Town we hit rough seas. I
had never seen the sea so rough. It was Sea State
6-7 for two days during which we made no
headway; we went nowhere. We lost the anchor
flap, the ship was taking in water and, as the new
Captain, all eyes were on me to make it back
home safely, which, fortunately, we did.
Another memory that will be with me forever
was a situation with the Cape to Rio Yacht race.
Yachts were stranded at sea. The weather was
rough and I never thought we would be able to
leave the harbour. When disembarking, the
harbour pilot told me: “Captain, you are now on
your own.”
I did not know what he meant, but as soon as
we passed the breakwater we were hit by a freak
wave. Then I knew what he was talking about.
Although we managed to make it out to the
yachts we, unfortunately, lost one member of the
yacht crew.
Launching the boats was a challenge. One
yacht was about 40 miles from the Cape Town
harbour and when we finally made contact it was
dark so we had to wait for first light. The sea was
rough and we could not launch, but they kept
making distress calls saying that they were not
going to make it and needed help. This was where
the training played a role, because we had to
launch the boat.
There is a fine line between bravery and
stupidity and, as the Captain, I had to make the
call. We had various support elements on board
and they were looking at me for guidance. I went
to my cabin to pray and went up to the bridge
and told the navigator to launch the sea boat.
Almost immediately after we launched the
boat, it disappeared under the ship and thought I
had just killed my own people. Fortunately, I had
a good sea boat Coxswain who managed to steer
clear from under the ship. We saved about six
yachts and their crews and (sadly) lost only one
person. It was an experience I will never forget.
In 2016, I completed the Security and Defence
Studies Programme (SDSP) at the South African
National Defence Force (SANDF) College and in
2017 was appointed as the Inspector General of
the SA Navy with promotion to the rank of Rear
Admiral Junior Grade dealing with all naval units
while being advisor to the Chief of the Navy
regarding the status of the Navy. I enjoyed it for
three years until I appointed in my current post
of Flag Officer Fleet.

Covid-19 has made my welcoming
challenging. The matter with our
sea assets - our ships not going to
sea due to financial challenges. We
need to use our resources, no matter
how little we have. We need to have
something at sea to patrol our
waters. We need the South African
Navy to remain relevant.

and challenges are now mine and I
must sort them out. Hence, it is
good that I know where to start,
not that it will be easy, but at least
I do not have to visit all the units
for status reports. I have a plan
where to start to mitigate the
challenges and where we can
effect change, we certainly will.

Covid-19 is something that affects
each and every one of us. Do you
think that we are doing enough to
fight this pandemic?
It boils down to the human element.
The SANDF has put measures in
place to deal with this. It is
imperative that we all follow
protocol and adhere to the
preventive measures that are in
place.

The previous FOF used capacity
building as his flagship initiative.
Do you intend to continue with this
or will you be introducing new
initiatives for the Fleet?
Dropping the initiative is not a
good idea. I will improve where it
was working and look to where it
went wrong and find out why.

What are your objectives? Do you
have immediate plans and plans for
five years from now?
Like my predecessors, the objective
has always been to prepare the ships
for sea and my objective will not
change much from that. All the
Navy units in the Western Cape
need to support the objective of the
seagoing element. We need to be
ready, which means training and
developing our people. Should the
fiscal situation change and we fix
our ships, we should not have to
start from scratch. We must always
be ready. For now, it is training,
training, training... even if it is just
simulation training.
In the long term, we need to do
what the public expects of us getting our ships to sea. We need
safe oceans for our economy and
various other factors. I want all
ships at sea to remain relevant.

Given the foresight you may have
gained in your role as InspectorGeneral, did it give you an indication
where to pinpoint your focus?
I think that position was God sent. It
was an eye opener and an excellent
tool. I have insight into all the naval
What has been challenging and interesting for you units. I used to report the
while occupying this position?
challenges. Now things have
There are so many things, but the situation with changed. All those shortcomings
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How do you intend getting
maximum output from the Sailors?
It is a Command responsibility. We
need to make sure our people are
taken care of physically and
otherwise. However, the current
situation we find ourselves in is
difficult to define without creating
expectations. In the Navy we have
the Divisional System and you
need to be aware of members’
family, financial and personal
situations.
Checks and balances need to be
in place and only then can we say
that our people are properly taken
care of. We do not want people to
be disgruntled over petty issues.
Where we can assist, we will, but
our resources are thin. That is how
I believe we should be taking care
of our people.
What legacy would you like to leave
behind as Flag Officer Fleet?
The legacy I would like to leave
behind is that of training and
development, one of
professionalism. Everyone in this
Navy must be professional in their
area of responsibility. It must not
just be a mustering; you must be
professional at your work. We
need to maintain high standards
and integrity in all we do. It is a
case of we do it properly or we do
not do it at all.
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Capt Solomons - Call of Duty
duration, in certain
instances these soldiers
combine military duty
with a civilian career.
For the deployment
in Operation NOTLELA,
Capt Solomons was the
Second in Command
Article by Lt Col Johan Conradie, SO1
(2IC) of D Squadron and
Regular Provincial Office Western Cape
the only Engineer in the
and Mrs Regine Lord
outfit. The rest of D
Photo supplied by Capt Graeme
Squadron consisted
Solomons
mainly of gunners from
Nelson Mandela Artillery
apt Graeme John Solomons was
Regiment (NMAR) based
born to a military family in 1987
at Fort iKapa Military
and grew up in Johannesburg.
Base in Cape Town. Prior
His father, CWO Solomons, retired in
to the name changes of
2010 as Formation Sergeant Major of the
the Reserve Force units,
SA Army Engineer Formation. Capt
NMAR was known as
Solomons started his Military Skills
Cape Field Artillery
Development System (MSDS) training in
(CFA). Mobilization and
2006. He joined the Reserves in 2008 after
quarantine prior to
completing his 2 years of training.
deployment took place at
As a Reserve Force member, he
2 Field Engineer
earned numerous military qualifications, RIGHT: Capt Graeme John Solomons.
Regiment in Bethlehem,
successfully finishing proficiency courses
and all of the required promotional courses.
Historically, military volunteers after which they deployed to
Having achieved the rank of a Captain, he is a
Limpopo province. Their Area of
have played an important role
qualified Squadron Commander, and has vast
Responsibility was specifically in
during conflicts dating back to
training and operational experience. For more
before World War I. The role of the Mookgophong and later in Lephalale,
than a year, he was deployed with the South
where their operational
Reserves is to supplement the
African contingent in the Sudan, participating
responsibilities consisted of patrols,
Regular Force in ongoing
in the United Nations-African Union Hybrid
operations and activities, providing manning roadblocks with the SAPS.
Operation in Darfur (UNAMID). He returned
Capt Solomons is currently the
the expansion capability of the
home after being deployed in Operation
Defence Force, delivering specialist 2IC of Ihawu Field Engineer Regiment
NOTLELA, which was the South African National capabilities for reconstruction and (IFER), having been the acting Officer
Defence Force (SANDF) mandate and
development, and offering certain Commanding (OC) of the unit for six
commitment to combat the spread of the
specialist and scarce skills. In 2020, years. IFER is a combat engineer unit
Coronavirus in conjunction with other state
that provides combat support, such
in response to the outbreak of
Departments like Health and South African
as water purification, bridge building
Covid-19 pandemic, this role was
Police Service (SAPS). The SANDF was tasked
and mine clearing. During his term as
demonstrated when a total of 12
with the responsibilities of patrolling the
sub-units from Reserve Force units Acting OC, he had to manage many
streets assisting the SAPS to enforce the
were called up for military service challenges and changes such as the
lockdown rules and regulations put in place in
name change of the unit. The unit
to participate in Operation
terms of the Disaster Management Act 57 of
was previously known as 3 Field
NOTLELA. The Reserve Force is
2002. SANDF further provided Covid-19
Engineer Regiment. Due to the
composed of citizens who have
screening and testing, assist military and
military traditions and histories of
gone through military formal
civilian communities with adhere to health and
indigenous African military
training as soldiers, such as Capt
hygiene protocols by providing water tanks,
formations and liberation army’s
Solomons. These soldiers are not
fixing broken water taps and where there was a
involved in the freedom struggle
necessarily permanent in the
need overhaul the water system or pipes
having been omitted, name changes
SANDF payroll system but are
through the engineering corps and delivering
of some of the units were necessary.
primarily called-up for specific
the necessary logistic support.
The changing of names was to
duties for a predetermined

C
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ensure that these traditions
and histories were also
reflected in the South Afican
Army Reserve units. Joining
the Reserves gives a person
the opportunity to
distinctively serve his or her
TheChief of the SANational DefenceForce, through the office of the Chaplain General,
country, this is also the case
has granted approval for the compilation and production of an SANDFsong to pay tribute to
with Capt Solomons. By
and honour the soldiers of the Republic of SouthAfrica, especially those menand womenin
acting as a positive example
uniform that haveperished in the line of duty, as well as those still serving today.
and role model, IFER is
currently quite literally
“building bridges” with a
community in KwaZulu-Natal
(KZN), where humanitarian
assistance is being provided
by building a Bailey bridge. A
Bailey bridge is a type of
portable, pre-fabricated truss
bridge.
Being a Reserve also gives
a person the opportunities to
travel abroad, to grow
professionally and to learn
new skills. Capt Solomons had
the opportunity to live his
Reserve Force dream. He
travelled to Darfur, he racked
up qualifications that he could
transfer between the military
and business and he is
currently part of SANDF’s
initiative to provide
humanitarian aid and social
responsibility of building a
bridge in KZN.
Employer support is
The national gospel artists, Solly Moholoand
ThosaProductionshave entered into
essential for Reserve Force
MphoThosago,whoare also friends of the SANDF,
contract with the SANDFEducation Trust
in
collaboration
with
the
Nkabinde
Brothers
and
the
members, in Capt Solomons’
and50%of the proceedsof sales is to
Orlando Pirates gospel choir, have compiled an album
generaterevenue for the Trust.
case, his ability to transfer
of songsfor the SANDF, the first of its kind.
skills between the military
Yoursupport for this noblecourse is
TheCDis nowavailable at all musicaloutlets,
encouragedand appreciated.
and business has been to the
both nationally and internationally. It is also
advantage of both his
SANDF– Pride of the Nation!
available fir downloadsonall digital platforms.
employers and the Reserves.
Because Reserve Force
members are called up from
various communities and in some cases
of industry in order to support
Solomons’ sterling service, he has
businesses, they play an important role in
the Reserves. “Personally, I am
been awarded the United Nations
enhancing the relationship between the Defence
of the opinion that Reserve
and the Tshumelo Ikatelaho
Force, public and private sectors.
Force HR policies, such as leave
medals. The Tshumelo Ikatelaho
The importance of employer support was
for military duty would be a
Medallion is a medal which may be
also highlighted during Operation NOTLELA,
great step in the right direction
awarded to members of the SANDF
when the SANDF appealed to civilian employers
of better serving the Reserves
for rendering any service for one
to release their military trained employees like
and an earnest display of
day or more directly in or in
Capt Solomons if they were called up for service.
business and individual
support of a military operation,
Capt Graeme Solomons would like to see
patriotism”, he indicated. In
belligerent or otherwise to or for
better understanding and support from captains
acknowledgement of Capt
the SANDF.

New gospel compilation to pay tribute and
honour SANDF Soldiers
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Female Commander – challenging
and changing gender stereotype and
LEFT: Cdr Avril
perceptions
Forbes, the First
female TRAINING
COMMANDER, SAS
SALDANHA, South
African Navy
training base in
Saldanha Bay.
Article and photos by Lt Sibongile
Khuzwayo

C

ommander Avril Forbes is the
latest in a long list of female sailors
who have broken and continue to
break new ground and challenge gender
stereotype in the South African Navy
(SAN). Her appointment as Training
Commander (TC) of SAS SALDANHA follows
her appointments to the posts of Platoon
Commander and Officer in Charge (OIC) of
Boats Squadron in the Maritime Reaction
Squadron (MRS), among others in her
career.

She was born in
Johannesburg where she
attended primary school and
later relocated to a small
town called Uitenhage in the
Eastern Cape. Cdr Forbes
completed her Matric in
1999 at McCarthy
Comprehensive School. She
is the middle child of five
sisters. Upon completing her
Matric she returned to
Johannesburg and joined the
South African Army. In
January 2001 she completed
her Military Training for
Ratings Part 1 (MTR1) at 3
South African Infantry
Battalion.

LEFT: Cdr Avril Forbes.
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In 2002 she joined the
School of Armour in
Bloemfontein and
became part of the
Armour Corps. In 2006
she was promoted to
the rank of Lance
Corporal and
completed her Officers’
Formative Training
Course at the Army
Gymnasium in 2007.
Upon completion of the
course she was
promoted to the rank
of Lieutenant where
she served as a
Planning Officer at the
School of Armour in
Bloemfontein. It all
seemed as if she was
well on track with her
career. However, her love for
the sea and scenic views got the
better of her. In 2010 she
applied for an Inter-Service
Transfer to the SAN. “Growing
up in the Eastern Cape, 30
minutes away from the nearest
beach made me feel that I
needed a change of scenery,”
she explains.
Her request was approved and
she became the 1st Lieutenant
at the Maritime Reaction
Squadron (MRS). In 2011 she
was appointed Platoon
Commander/ Boarding Officer
and Helicopter Dispatcher
within the SAN, making her the
first female to hold this post. “It
was during this time that I was

afforded the opportunity to complete various
Military Operations, such as COPPER,
CORONA and PROSPER, as a Platoon
Commander,” she said.
She recalls two of her most memorable
occasions and unreal experiences. The first
one was when she fast roped from a
helicopter and she said: “It still gives me
butterflies inside my stomach when I
think about it.” The second was in 2012
when she sailed with the Strike Craft
SAS GALESHEWE from South Africa to
Mozambique.

once again, the first female to
hold this post.
When she was appointed she was
very excited to hear that she was
the first female Training
Commander in SALDANHA and
declared: “I believe that being in
the training environment is my

In 2012 she was promoted to the rank
of Lieutenant (SAN) and transferred to
SAS SIMONSBERG. In January 2015 she

Cdr Avril Forbes using
binoculars to fully appreciate
outdoor scenic view.

Cdr Avril Forbes, an avid cricket
player batting.
calling and passion. It is unique as
a fingerprint and has afforded me
the opportunity to discover what I
love and I have found a way to
offer it to others in the form of a
service.”

Cdr Avril Forbes holding her
SANDF Cricket Team trophy.
was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant
Commander and appointed as Senior Training
Officer in Charge (STOIC) of the then newly
created Amphibious Warfare Training School
(AWTS), where she served until 2018.
From June 2018 to July 2019 she was appointed
as Officer in Charge (OIC) of Boats Squadron in
the Maritime Squadron (MRS) – again, the first
female to hold this post. Afterwards she was
appointed to SAS SALDANHA where she is
currently serving as the Training Commander in
charge of all the three Non-Commissioned
Officers’ Training Schools: Military Training for
Ratings Part 1 (MTR1), MTR2 and MTR3, as well
as all the training-related activities and events -

Cdr Forbes is a soft-spoken sailor
and a consummate professional.
She comes across as level-headed,
disciplined, driven and hardworking. She believes that it was
the energy of the universe that
has led her thus far and all her
previous appointments prepared
her well for this post. “My
philosophy in life is ‘COTIGO ERGO
SUM’, meaning that ‘I think,
therefore I am’ - a philosophical
statement attributed to Rene
Descartes,” she said.
She revealed that her mother,
Estella, always inspired her and
said: “She taught me many things,
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which have contributed immensely
to who I am today, not only as a
woman but as a human being.” Her
favourite quote is inspired by
Oprah Winfrey: “Your life’s work is
to find your life’s work and then to
exercise the discipline, tenacity,
and the hard work it takes to
pursue it.”
Her words of encouragement to
young women who wish to follow
in her footsteps are to be grateful,
remain humble and most of all, to
be kind to themselves. “There is a
huge amount of energy that each
and every young woman carries
within themselves and that can be
the driving force towards achieving
something great. All they need to
do is recognise it and believe that,
they too can achieve whatever
dream and goals they have planned
for themselves. God will never put
something in your path that you
are unable to overcome,” she
explained.
Cdr Forbes is an active
sportswoman who enjoys the
outdoors. She is passionate about
playing cricket and is a member of
the South African National Defence
Force Cricket Team.
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SAMHS Reserves appoint renowned
Ophthalmologist

−
−
−

−

Article by Maj Siphokazi Dlakamela
Photos by Lt Thabo Tukula

−

T

he South African Military
Health Service (SAMHS) is
charged with the mandate of
providing a healthy military
community by offering a
comprehensive and accessible
healthcare service. This cannot be
possible without the continuous
rejuvenation of its capabilities,
including hardware and human
resources. The sourcing of the best

−
−
−

Dr Legodi (right) and Lt
Gen Zola Dabula (left)
during their courtesy
visit.
into reality. The appointment
of Dr Legodi as a session
specialist at 1 Military
Hospital strengthens
SAMHS’s effort to serve the
military communityThe
newly appointed doctor is no
stranger to the military
environment. He has served
the SAMHS as an eye
specialist under the
leadership of the then
General Officer Commanding
of 1 Military Hospital who is
now the Surgeon General, Lt
Gen Zola Dabula. In an
interview Dr Legodi pledged
Dr Kgaogelo Legodi with the Surgeon General, Lt Gen Zola Dabula during
his commitment to employ
their courtesy visit.
his international expertise to
professionals in the medical fraternity is one way Reserve Force pool. The recent
reinforce the healthcare service in
of ensuring the delivery on the SAMHS mandate. appointment of a renowned
the military community. He is
SAMHS continuously capacitates itself by
ophthalmologist, Dr Kgaogelo Legodi currently the President of the
bringing on board great medical minds to its
is a translation of the SAMHS vision International Council of
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Dr Legodi during an interview with SAMHS News sharing his experiences
as an Eye Specialist at 1 Military Hospital.

−

Ophthalmology and the first African to hold
such position in the history of this council.
There is no doubt that his vast knowledge in
ophthalmology will contribute extensively in
the betterment of healthcare within the
military community.

−

Dr Legodi graduated from Sefako Makgatho
Health Sciences University, previously known
as Medical University of Southern Africa
(Medunsa) in 1996. After his internship at
Tintswalo Hospital, he worked as a Medical
Officer at Voortrekker Hospital. He then joined
the Ophthalmology residency program from
1999 to July 2003 at Nelson Mandela Medical
School. His contributions in giving back to the
community are deeply rooted in teaching and
training. At present, he is working at Medforum medi-clinic in Pretoria. He also
conducts sessional work at Pretoria Academic
Hospital in teaching and training retina
specialists.
Other than his medical practice, he serves in
many leadership positions as part of his active
role in improving the ophthalmology service
in the African continent. Dr Legodi works as
the chairperson of Specialist Private Practice

Committee (SPPC) of South
African Medical Association
(SAMA) and is Former Councilor of
the College of Medicine in South
Africa (CMSA). His outstanding
contribution to healthcare has
been much-admired on the
African continent. He was
inaugurated by former President
Kgalema Motlanthe as the first
President of Ophthalmology
Society of South Africa (OSSA) in
2013. He was also awarded the
Nelson Mandela gold award by
former President Mr Jacob Zuma.
Furthermore, Dr Legodi received
the Trelawney 43 recognition
award from the Deputy Prime
Minister of Swaziland.
His international positions
include:
− Former Vice President of
International Council of
Councils
− President of World
Ophthalmology Congress
− American Academy of
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Ophthalmology Trustee Board
Member at Large
Former Advisory Board
member (ICO)
President of African
Ophthalmology Council (AOC)
Board Member of Middle East
Africa Council of
Ophthalmology (MEACO)
Board Member of Middle East
Africa Vitreo-Retinal Society
(MEAVRS)
Former Advisory Leader Group
of Sub-Saharan Africa in
Ophthalmology
Member of European Vitreoretinal Society (EVRS)
Member of American Academy
of Ophthalmology (AAO)
Global Advisory Alliance
Committee Board Member
(AAO)
Former Eyenet Editorial Board
Member AAO)
Nigerian Vitreo-Retinal
Editorial Board Member and
Regional Advisory Board
Member (AAO)

Dr Legodi is the first African to
serve as the American Academy
Ophthalmology Trustee Board
Member of Ophthalmology at
Large and Vice President of the
International Ophthalmology
Council. He made history when he
became the first President of the
World Ophthalmology Congress
2020; where he played a big role in
bringing the World
Ophthalmology Congress for the
first time in Africa to be hosted in
Cape Town in 2020. It was later
decided to hold this event
virtually due to the scourge of
COVID-19. He is the first black
immediate past President of
Ophthalmology Society of South
Africa (OSSA) as well as the
President and member of the
South African Vitreo-Retinal
Society (SAVRS).
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Nelson Mandela Artillery Pipes and
Drums Outreach

The boys did
extremely well
and fitted in with
the marching
paces.

Article and photographs by
Maj Dalene Coetzee, Nelson
Mandela Artillery Regiment

D

uring the lockdown
the Nelson Mandela
Artillery Regiment
Pipes and Drums (NMARP&D)
members did not stop
practicing. For the greater
part of the lockdown they

The Wynberg
Boys’ members
felt a sense of
pride to be
moved into the
lines of the NMAR
Pipes and Drums.

The side drummers: Ken Hundermark, Nick Horn, Jenette
Reitsma and Noah Harrison.

The Wynberg Boys’ members were taught the finer details of mastering their instuments
and got practical experience in performing as a whole by the NMAR Pipes and Drums.
practiced together from different locations by
holding virtual practice sessions. They are now
reaching out to school pipe bands that need help
to get their bands up and running again.
Two and a half years ago it was decided that the
band should be moved to the Castle of Good
Hope because it became increasingly hard for
members who were experiencing difficulties
because of scarcity or complete lack of public
transport to get to Fort iKapa. The Castle of
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Good Hope is right next to the hub
of public transport in Cape Town
and can easily be accessed by train
or taxi. The band has great passion
to help young musicians explore
and exploit their musical talents
and to introduce young students
to playing bagpipes or drums.

mornings for any student interested
in joining NMARP&D for lessons.
The Nelson Mandela Artillery
Regiment Pipes and Drums
envisions itself reaching out to
many schools that have a need to
brush up and also to get the feel of
playing in a band.

The band offers free tuition on
Tuesday evenings or Saturday

The Wynberg Boys’ High School
Pipes and Drums, under the
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leadership of teacher, Mr Mike Leresche
showed interest and joined the NMAR band
for practice. The morning started with
practicing on chanters for the pipers and
practice pads for the drummers. In a declared
national state of disaster due to the worldwide
Coronavirus Pandemic, parents were indeed
concerned about the practice session(s). To
ease their fears, concerned parents were
given an opportunity to see their children
practice in the practice room. Once they were
in the practice rooms, they realized that
Covid-19 precautionary/preventative health
and hygiene protocols were absolutely
adhered to by both the learners and band
members.

Jeane Louw, the bass drummer of
Wynberg Boys’ discovered it is rather
hard work marching with the drum for
a while.

After the indoor practice, the
learners were taken outside into
the courtyard where they were
taught basic drill movements.
Something they had not done
before. While outdoors, the
learners got an opportunity to
practice with the band as well as
conduct drill movements while
playing.
Following that, they moved to the
lawns where they could publicly
display what they have learnt. To
the amazement of the audience,
most of the learners were
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amazingly talented which serve
as a good motivation to band
members to put more effort into
their training initiative.
The typical day ends on a high
note with the learners having
experienced the beautiful
acoustics when they played
while marching through the
tunnel next the Kat Balcony.
We hope it is the beginning of
many days of practicing
together and for other schools
to join in.
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AFB Waterkloof 60 Km mountain bike
marathon

Res Div) and share the success of
the strategic alliance between
CDR and Project KOBA-TLALA.
Those who participates in
Mountain biking describe the
activity as exciting, tough and
incredibly adrenaline inducing.
These are equally some of the
adjectives that best describes the
Air Force Base (AFB) Waterkloof
60Km mountain bike marathon.
This exciting event started in
Hazeldean, east of Pretoria and
finished at Bronkhorstspruit,
using mostly off-road track and
gravel road route.

Article by Lt Ally Rakoma, AFB
Waterkloof Corp Comm Office
Photos by Lt Col Andre Fischer

I

n consultation with the
Director SA Army Reserve, the
Chief Defence Reserves (CDR)
decided to arrange joint staff
visits to Mpumalanga province.
The main purpose of the staff
visit was to revive and enhance
the relationship between the
Reserve Force units and the
Defence Reserves Division (Def
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Mind over matter - though tough and testing endurance, the cyclists still
managed to put a smile on their faces displaying their mental and physical
state of mind to the challenge at hand.

The aim of the event was to
inform and educate Air Force
Base members about cycling in
order to awaken the interest and
encourage them to participate in

RIGHT: Eight cyclists with
their mountain bikes ready
to take on the 60km off-road
track cycling marathon
challenge.

mountain biking as a sport. Eight
members including the Acting
General Officer Commanding of
AFB Waterkloof, Brig Gen Jacobus
Butler took part in this exciting
and incredibly adrenaline inducing
sporting event.
Lt Col Andre Fischer, the Chief
Supply Support Officer at AFB
Waterkloof and Vice Chairman of
South African Air Force (SAAF)
Cycling Club remarked that
participants (novice cyclists) in
true test of endurance, strength,
balance, handling skills and selfreliance completed the
challenging route in 3hours, 14
minutes and 58 seconds in a
scotching 36 degrees weather. Col
Fischer extended his gratitude to
the team for an incredible wellorganised event.

LEFT: Participates of the mountain bike marathon
maintains pace and speed.

Beginner Mountain Biking Tips
Stay Loose
Your bike’s job is to roll over technical
terrain. Your job is to let your bike do its
job. That means keeping your body loose,
so it can move beneath you. Stand up
off the saddle when riding over obstacles
like roots and rocks. The more technical
the terrain, the more room your bike
needs to move.

Shift to distribute your weight to
compensate the momentum of your
bicycle and traction
You’re going to hit some extreme terrain,
including steep inclines and declines. When
climbing a tough pitch, shift your weight
forward and lean forward to keep your
centre of gravity over the rear wheel to
maintain traction.
When the trail tilts downward, go in the
opposite direction, shifting your weight
behind the saddle and over the rear wheel
(dropper posts are a godsend for this) to
avoid going over the bars.
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Be easy on braking – Don’t use
your full finger power when
braking unless it’s absolutely
necessary

handlebars–not your brake levers,
this way you will not brake on
impulse or panic braking.

possible, using your peripheral vision to avoid
sits lower around the back and sides
and negotiate obstacles immediately in front of
of the head to provide better
you. Upgrading to a trail-specific helmet will
coverage.
protect your head if an obstacle does trip you up.

You will be tempted at some point to
grab both brakes and pull them to
the bars with all you’ve got. Resist
this temptation! Mountain bike
brakes are powerful enough that you
need just one (maybe two) finger(s)
to modulate your speed.
Adjust your speed before the
tricky terrain like rock gardens and
corners and then maintain your
speed through them. If you do find
yourself going into a turn too
hot, stay off the front (left) brake.
Stopping your front tire will send
your front tire into a slide, which is
likely to send you over the bars and
onto the ground. Hit the rear (right)
instead; you might skid, but you’re
more likely to stay upright.
Keep your fingers on your

Use All the Gears

Jersey
Invest in cycling Sunglasses for purpose other Most mountain bike jerseys will have
than to express your fashion sense
a loose cut and will come in short-
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Mountain bike trail profiles tend to
look like Jaws opening wide for his
next snack. In other words, they
cover rising and falling terrain that
shoots up and down often.
Anticipate changes in terrain by
shifting before you need to. It’ll help
you keep your momentum.

Look Where You Want to Go
Staring directly at that rock you
don’t want to hit will nearly ensure
that you’re going to smack right into
it. It’s called “target fixation;” your
bike goes where your eyes are
directing it to go. Instead, look past
obstacles to where you actually want
to go. Keep your eyes forward and
try to look as far down the trail as

While mountain biking you will experience
rocks, wind, and the need to duck around tree
limbs. Sunglasses double as eye protection when
you’re out on the trails. They don’t just protect
you from the sun, but also from scratched
corneas.

sleeve, three-quarter or long-sleeve
options. A short-sleeve jersey will
keep you cooler in the heat of
summer but a long-sleeve jersey will
offer a little more protection for
your arms – both from the sun and
nettles, thorns and branches. Some
Mountain biking helmet
long-sleeve jerseys will have mesh
A helmet is an essential piece of kit for mountain panels to improve breathability.
bikers. The chances of slipping, crashing or
bumping into a tree or rock are much higher
Knee pads
than for commuters or most road cyclists, so
Most riders wear knee pads at a
head protection is crucial. Helmets designed
minimum if they’re riding any trail
specifically for mountain biking generally have
where there’s an above-average
an integrated peak, which helps keep sun and
chance of taking a spill. Or just for
rain out of the rider’s eyes and deflect lowpeace of mind.
hanging branches. A mountain bike helmet also There are more lightweight options
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than ever before that offer
protection while still being able to
pedal comfortably. For more
technical riding, there are
chunkier pads available.
For racing and technical riding,
some mountain bikers will also use
other body armour, such as elbow
pads and back protectors.

Gloves
Full-finger gloves are favoured by
the vast majority of mountain
bikers and provide more
comprehensive protection than
mitts. The coverage provided by
full-finger gloves helps protect the
hands from crashes and
undergrowth, some gloves comes
with padding on the palms to
provide additional cushioning.
Gloves also help with grip because
the palm is designed to provide
extra traction on the handlebars.
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South Africa will receive COVID-19 vaccine

Released by Government
Communication and Information
System

T

Access to COVID-19 vaccines is our
highest priority
An estimated 1.25 million healthcare workers
will be the first in line to receive vaccination.
Government is working closely with South
African Health Products Regulatory Authority
(SAHPRA) to ensure there is no delay
approving the vaccine for use. The Oxford
University-AstraZeneca vaccine has already
been approved by various regulators around
the world and is being rolled out in other
countries.
An agreement with the COVAX Facility to
secure vaccines to immunise 10 per cent of the
population have been reached. These
vaccination doses are expected at the
beginning of second quarter of the year.
Government continues to work with various
pharmaceuticals companies to ensure that
67% of the population by the end 2021 is
immunised.

SA Covid-19 vaccine strategy & rollout.
There will be a phased rollout of the
vaccine

There has been no deliberate delay to access
the COVID-19 vaccine, as the situation remains
fluid; all factors have to be taken into account.
Government selects vaccines on their safety
and efficacy, ease of use, storage, distribution,
supply sustainability and cost. Rollout of the
vaccine will take a three-phase approach that
begins with the most vulnerable in our
population.
Government’s target is to vaccinate 67% of
the population by the end of 2021, this will
achieve herd immunity.
Phase 1 will focus on frontline healthcare
workers.
·Phase 2 will see us vaccinate essential
workers, persons in congregate
settings, persons over 60 years and
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Message from South African Military Health
Service (SAMHS)

By Col Molefi Hlalele, SSO Training Chief
Logistics Division

he South African government
has announced that South
Africa will receive 1 million
doses of the COVID-19 vaccine in
January and 500 000 doses more in February of
the Oxford University-AstraZeneca vaccine
from the Serum Institute of India (SII).
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WHAT IS A COVID-19 VACCINE?
persons over 18 years with
co-morbidities.
Phase 3 will focus on persons older
than 18 years, targeting 22
500 000 of the population.

Government will source,
distribute and oversee the
rollout of the vaccine

Vaccines save lives!
·

·

There is overwhelming
scientific evidence that
vaccination is the best defence
against serious infections.
Vaccines do not give you the
virus, rather it teaches your
immune system to recognise
and fight the infection.
The Covid-19 vaccine presents
the body with instructions to
build immunity and does not
alter human cells.
Vaccine reduces the
morbidity and mortality of
infectious diseases such as
smallpox, poliomyelitis,
hepatitis B, measles, tetanus,
whooping cough and
pneumococcal conjugate
across the world.
Vaccinating enough people
would help create herd
immunity and stamp out the
disease.

Government as the sole purchaser
of vaccines will distribute it to
provincial governments and the
private sector and will procure
available stocks from different
manufacturers. There will
therefore be multiple vaccines in
the programme, but citizens cannot
be vaccinated with two different
vaccines. The vaccination system
will be based on a pre-vaccination
registration and appointment
system. All those vaccinated will be
placed on a national register and
provided with a vaccination card. A
national rollout committee will
oversee the vaccine
implementation in both the public
and private sectors.

·

Government is working in
partnership to secure the
COVID-19 vaccine

All vaccines go through a
comprehensive approval process
by medical regulators to ensure
that they are safe. Pharmaceutical
companies hand over all
laboratory studies and safety
trials to validate that the vaccine
does work. Any safety concerns
are picked up by regulators when
reviewing the data.
Vaccines are made to save
lives not to oppress, bewitch,
possess or indoctrinate people.

The government will be able to
procure the vaccine from the fiscus.
Business and medical aid schemes
have come forward to support
government’s efforts and this is
welcomed. This collaboration will
be guided by the tenets of social
solidarity and zero tolerance for
corruption. The Department of
Health has signed amendments of
regulations to allow for vaccines
and other therapeutics to be part of
the medical schemes’ prescribed
minimum benefit.
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·

·

Vaccines undergo rigorous
trials to ensure they are safe
and effective

Further information can be found
on https://sacoronavirus.co.za/
category/mac-advisories/,

A

vaccine is a substance used to
stimulate the production of antibodies
and provide ..immunity against a
disease without causing infection in an
individual who is administered such. Covid-19
Vaccine is a vaccine developed to prevent
further transmission of COVID-19 and
possibly the best hope for ending the
pandemic.

COVID-19 VACCINATION WILL BE
AN IMPORTANT TOOL TO HELP
STOP THE PANDEMIC
•

•

Wearing masks and social distancing help
reduce your chance of being exposed to
the virus or spreading it to others, but
these measures are not enough.
Vaccines will work with your immune
system so it will be ready to fight the
virus if you are exposed.

PHOTO POSED: Capt Delisile Semenya, Primary Health Nurse at
Defence Headquarters sickbay ready to administer an antidote.
•

Stopping a pandemic requires
using all the tools we have
available. As experts learn more
about how COVID-19
vaccination may help reduce
spread of the disease in
communities.

TYPES OF COVID-19
VACCINES
There are currently 4 types of
Covid-19 vaccines, some are
approved, and others are still
under clinical trial processes

TYPES OF COVID-19 VACCINES
Vaccine
Name
Pfizer
BioNtech

Type and Modality

Safety and Efficay Profile

mRNA-based (Nucleic
acid) vaccine* 2
95% effective
doses, 28 days apart

Storage and Transport
Logisticsist

SAHPRA Status/ Other
Regulatory status

-70 degrees Celsius

WHO FDA Phase 3 clinical
trial approval

Oxford
Astra
Zeneca,
UK

Replication
incompetent vector
vaccine

Phase 3 clinical trials in
process

Slightly warmer
temperature around
46degree Celsius

Approved in Britain but US
FDA is waiting for data
from US trials. Confusing
data from trials indicated
AstraZeneca's vaccine
could be 70% effective on
average

Johnson
and
Johnson,
Belgium
based

DNA nucleic based
using modified
adenovirus as a
transporter
One dose

Phase 3 clinical trials in
process

Regular refrigeration

Not authorised, under
SAHPRA emergency
review

Mordena

mRNA-based (Nucleic 94% effective
acid) vaccine

Shipped at minus 20
degrees C (minus 4
degrees F) and can be
kept stable for 30 days at
2 degrees to 8 degrees

WHO FDA Phase 3 clinical
trial approval
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF
GETTING VACCINATED?
•

All approved COVID-19 vaccines
underwent vigorous Regulatory
processes to determine their safety and
efficacy profiles according to certain
standards before they are released to the
public. The known and potential benefits
of a COVID-19 vaccine must outweigh the
known and potential risks of the vaccine
for use under what is known as an
Emergency Use Authorization (EUA).

•

All Covid-19 vaccines currently available
have been shown to be highly effective at
preventing COVID-19.

•

Based on what we know about vaccines
for other diseases and early data from
clinical trials, experts believe that getting
a COVID-19 vaccine may also help keep
you from getting seriously ill even if you
do get COVID-19.

•

•

•

40

without having to experience
sickness.

Getting vaccinated yourself may also
protect people around you, particularly
people at increased risk for severe illness
from COVID-19.
Experts continue to conduct more studies
about the effect of COVID-19vaccination
on severity of illness from COVID-19, as
well as its ability to keep people from
spreading the virus that causes COVID-19.
Getting Covid-19may offer some natural
protection, known as immunity. Current
evidence suggests that reinfection with
the virus that causes Covid-19is
uncommon in the 90 days after initial
infection. However, experts don’t know
for sure how long this protection lasts,
and the risk of severe illness and death
from Covid-19far outweighs any benefits
of natural immunity. Covid-19vaccination
will help protect you by creating an
antibody (immune system) response

2020
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•

Both natural immunity and
immunity produced by a vaccine
are important parts of Covid19disease that experts are trying to
learn more about and will keep you
informed regarding new
developments.
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that re-infection with COVID-19
is possible, vaccine should be
offered to you regardless of
whether you already had
COVID-19 infection.

At this time, experts do not
know how long someone is
protected from getting sick
again after recovering from
Covid-19. The immunity
WHAT IS HERD IMMUNITY
someone gains from having an
infection, called natural
• Herd immunity is achieved when a
immunity, varies from person to
large portion of a community (the
person.
herd) becomes immune to a disease, Both natural immunity and
making the spread of disease from
vaccine-induced immunity are
person to person unlikely, resulting important aspects of Covid-19
in the whole community being
that experts are trying to learn
protected — not just those who are more about.
immune.
•

The more contagious a disease is,
the greater the proportion of the
population that needs to be immune
to the disease to stop its spread.

•

Herd immunity is achieved by
vaccination and natural infection.
Vaccination offers the benefit of
getting immunity without being
sick from the disease.

CAN YOU GET THE DISEASE IF
YOU ARE VACCINATED WITH
A COVID-19 VACCINE?

WILL A COVID-19
VACCINATION PROTECT
ME FROM GETTING SICK
WITH COVID-19?

Yes. Covid-19 vaccination works
by teaching your immune
system how to recognize and
fight the virus that causes
Covid-19 and this protects you
from getting sick with Covid-19.

IF I HAVE ALREADY HAD
COVID-19 AND RECOVERED,
DO I STILL NEED TO GET
VACCINATED WITH?

Being protected from getting
sick is important because even
though many people with
Covid-19 have only a mild
illness, others may get a severe
illness, have long-term health
effects, or even die. There is no
way to know how COVID-19 will
affect you, even if you don’t
have an increased risk of
developing severe
complications.h.

Yes. Due to the severe health risks
associated with COVID-19 and the fact

Issued by Directorate Medicine –
SAMHS

NO. None of the Covid-19vaccines
contain active live virus that causes
Covid-19disease.
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How to keep allergies and motion sickness
at bay

Information supplied by Martina Nicholson,
Martina Nicholson Associates

M

otion sickness, sometimes called travel
sickness is a very common disturbance
of the inner ear. It is caused by
repeated motion from a vehicle or any other
movements that disturb the inner ear. Some
people experience nausea and even vomiting in
motion during travel, when riding in an
airplane, automobile or amusement park ride.

Antihistamines ‘may’ offer relief for
acute allergy symptoms and travel
sickness
Motion sickness and common allergies can put a
damper on enjoyment of everyday life. Runny
nose, hay fever, watery eyes, sneezing,
postnasal drip, skin irritation and skin rashes
are common ailments that pharmacists are
often asked for advice on. Antihistamine
medicines can be helpful for the short-term
relief of symptoms associated with allergies and
are a useful addition to any medicine kit.
Fortunately, there are effective self-medication
options that pharmacists can recommend to
combat these unpleasant symptoms if allergies
are getting you down. Various types of
affordable antihistamines are available without
a doctor’s prescription depending on the
patient’s requirements. ‘Histamines’ are
chemicals released by the body in response to
environmental irritants, setting off a response
from our immune systems causing streaming
eyes and noses, swelling, itching and a whole
range of uncomfortable allergic symptoms.
Antihistamines are medicines that block
histamines to reduce the body’s unpleasant
reaction to allergens, such as pollen, dust, pet
dander or certain foods.
Self-medication antihistamines can be most
helpful in the short-term, however persistent
hay fever, also known as allergic rhinitis,
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Some antihistamines that are easily found in most pharmacies.
usually requires long-term
treatment involving a combination
of prescribed medicines. If the
symptoms do not resolve within a
few days it best to consult your
general practitioner to ensure the
most appropriate treatment plan.
Some individuals are histamine
intolerant, which can present
similar symptoms to seasonal
allergies. For people who have
histamine intolerance, it is
advisable to avoid fermented dairy
products such as cheese, yoghurt
and alcohol as this can aggravate
their symptoms.
Certain types of antihistamines can
also be effective for treating nausea
and dizziness associated with
motion sickness or vertigo.
Vertigo, on the other hand, is
characterised by a ‘spinning’
sensation, often described as feeling
like one’s surroundings are moving
around dizzyingly. In some cases,
vertigo can badly affect a person’s
balance and cause extreme nausea.
Like any medicine, antihistamines
have a variety of side effects. Some
of the more common are
drowsiness, dizziness, dry mouth,
sedation, constipation and dry eyes.
If a patient is concerned about
drowsiness, pharmacists can
recommend later generation
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antihistamines that do not have this
side effect. Extreme caution should
be taken for pregnant women,
breastfeeding mothers, and
children when using
antihistamines.
Some people may be more prone to
motion sickness than others. In
general, these antihistamines
should be taken two hours before
travel to prevent motion sickness.
People taking certain medications,
including some medicines
prescribed for high blood pressure,
are advised to only use selfmedication antihistamines with
extreme caution. Ask your
pharmacist about any possible drug
interactions before using
antihistamines.
Self-medication antihistamines are
only meant to be used for a short
period of time. Although they have
low potential for addiction, if taken
for a long period of time first
generation antihistamines might
lead to a person developing a
tolerance to them, as well as more
adverse effects. It is crucial that any
medicine is only ever used in
accordance with a healthcare
professional’s advice and
manufacturer’s recommended
dosage and instructions.
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AFB Waterkloof Thanksgiving Service
LEFT: The invited
guests from the Bible
Society of South Africa,
Rev Shane Fraser
(standing) and Rev
Charl de Kok, expressed
their gratitude to
members of AFB
Waterkloof.
Article by Lt Ally Rakoma, AFB
Waterkloof Corp Comm Office
Photos by Cpl Ricardo Pillay, 5 ASU
Photo Sectioni

Chaplain Rufus Maruma, prayed to God
to defeat all the powers of evil.

A

s God’s people it is fitting that
we should focus our thoughts
upon His goodness and offer our
gratitude to Him for all that He has
done for us and for our nation
throughout the year.

Members rejoicing in the
wonder of God’s grace.

RIGHT: Chaplain (Rev) Chris Barends,
proudly showing the Audio Bible gift,
while members of the Waterkloof Base
Command Council (WBCC) look on
during the Thanksgiving Service.

gratitude to God’s infinite goodness
during very difficult circumstances
of Covid-19 and to show support to
the No Violence Against Women
and Children campaign and actively
discourage abusive behaviour.
Rev Shane Fraser, Rev Charl De
Kock and Miss Christi Strydom from
the Bible Society of South Africa
were in attendance. The Chaplains
shared messages of hope,

Members showed support to the No
Violence Against Women and
Children Campaign by reading the
Pledge.

Miss Christi Strydom from the Bible Society of SA hand over
an audio bible gift to the Acting General Officer
Commanding of AFB Waterkloof, Brig Gen Jakobus Butler.

On Thursday, 10 December 2020, Air Force
Base Waterkloof held its 2020 Thanksgiving
Service at Hangar 10. The Service was led by
Chaplain (Rev) Chris Barends and Chaplain
Rufus Maruma, who read from the Holy
Scripture and conducted prayers.

redemption and renewal, healing for the sick and
protection for women and children.
Given the scourge of Gender-Based Violence (GBV)
in our country, Chaplain Barends, emphasised the
need to have dialogues on solutions, be activists
against GBV in our homes, communities and work
and to challenge practices that perpetuate gender
inequalities and consequent abuse of women and
children. He urged men to change harmful
behaviour, act against it and not look away and a
Pledge was read.

The main objective of the event was to wrap
up 2020 with gospel and give thanks and

RIGHT: Members of AFB Waterkloof
convened to praise God.
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The worship team rendered musical items
that soothes the mind and heals the heart.

In concluding the service,
Brig Gen Jakobus Butler, the
Acting GOC of AFB
Waterkloof acknowledged
the partnership of AFB
Waterkloof and the Bible
Society of SA. He told the
service that the Chaplaincy
and the Bible Society play a
prominent role in providing
religious ministry to the
members.
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When thanking members as well as
defence civilian personnel, he said: “I
stand before you to say thank you for
your hard work during very trying
times of Covid-19 and you
persevered”. He wished everyone
good health, happiness and wisdom
that comes from God, to guide and
keep them safe over the festive
season. “It is time to rest and
recuperate from a tough year”, said
Brig Gen Butler.
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Starting off on a good note… A “Prophet
able” New Year
The Al-Mighty
states in the Holy
Qur'ān: “Allāh
puts no burden
on any person
beyond what He
has given him.
Allāh will grant
after hardship,
ease.” (65: 7)

By Cpln (Imam) Ebrahiem Johnson

A

midst the Covid-19 pandemic coupled with
challenges of uncertainty,
unemployment, corruption and the loss
of loved ones, we should be focused and positive
in order to have a prosperous New Year. Let us
reflect and look back on the history of the
Prophets to be content in the New Year.
The Almighty states in the Holy Qur'ān: “We
relate to you (Muhammad) the best of stories
through Our Revelations to you, of this Qur'ān.”
(12: 3)
Ibn Katheer states that the Glorious Qur'ān
recounts a number of stories that took place
throughout remote points of history. These
events are so profound that one’s eyes and mind
cannot fail to grasp their admonition and advice.
Let us look at the various challenges and victories
that the following Prophets went through, so that
their experiences should be our guide for the
road ahead of us.
Prophet Ibrāhim (Abraham) – King Nemrud and
his priests decided to burn Prophet Ibrāhim
(Peace be upon him) alive because he caused
destruction to their idols. He was tied with a rope
and could hardly move; he was thrown in the
centre of a furnace. The flames of the fire were
blazing, it sizzled and hissed.
Prophet Ibrāhim was saved from the fire,
because the Al-Mighty ordered the fire not to
harm His friend Ibrāhim (peace be upon him).
The Holy Qur'ān says: “We (Allāh) said: O Fire! Be
coolness and safety for Ibrāhim (Abraham)!” (21:
69)
Prophet Yūsuf (Joseph) – He was purchased by a
famous rich man from Egypt. While rendering
services to him and his family the master’s wife
fell in love with him and he found himself in
great trouble and due to that he was imprisoned.
Prophet Yūsuf was freed from prison due to
his nobility and intelligence and afterwards he
was offered an important position in
Government, the Director of Stores, due to this
position that he held, he became powerful in the
land.
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Ultimately, we
should
understand and
know that we are
the authors and
writers of our
Cpln (Imam) Ebrahiem Johnson
own destiny,
The Holy Qur'ān says: “He (the
hence, the Al-Mighty states in the
king) said: Verily, this day, you are
Holy Qur'ān: “Verily, Allāh will
with us high in rank and fully
not change the condition of a
trusted. Yūsuf said: Set me over the people as long as they do not
store houses of the land; I will
change their state themselves.”
indeed guard them with full
(13: 11)
knowledge.” (12: 54-55)
Prophet Mūsā (Moses) – As a new
born male baby, Prophet Mūsā was
cast in the river in order to protect
him from the persecution of
Firʻaūn (Pharaoh). People took the
box to pharaoh and his family. The
wife of Pharaoh fell in love with
the baby, she took mercy on him
and raised him like her own son.
Later in time when Mūsā
became a Prophet, things became
difficult, Prophet Mūsā and his
followers was persecuted by
Pharaoh and his men. Prophet
Mūsā (peace be upon him) and
thousands of his followers got rid
of Pharaoh and his huge army.
The Holy Qur'ān relates the
incident in the following verse:
“Then Fir'aūn (Pharaoh) pursued
them with his hosts, but the seawater completely overwhelmed
them and covered them up.” (20:
78)
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Furthermore, the Almighty
confirms that: “Indeed in their
stories, there is a lesson for men
of understanding.” (12: 111)
In addition, admonishment and
advice is given to Mankind in
order to instil hope in a brighter
tomorrow: “So do not become
weak, nor be sad, and you will be
superior (in victory) if you are
indeed (true) believers.” (3: 139)
My wish for all for the New Year
is that we be blessed with
coolness and safety like Prophet
Ibrāhim (Abraham), Success and
prosperity like Prophet Yūsuf
(Joseph). Mercy as bestowed on
baby Musa by pharaoh’s wife, and
may all calamities be removed
like pharaoh was removed from
Prophet Musa (Moses).
May You Experience a “Prophet
able” and Prosperous New Year.
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